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Konnichiwa! Hello! Have you ever tried to open a Japanese 
puzzle box? It's more difficult than it looks.

Well-made boxes have no visible seams, pulls, lids, or keyholes. 
They can only be opened by a series of clever tile shifts, slat slides, 
and drawer pulls. These tabletop conundrums have been used 
for centuries to hold coins, jewelry, and important messages.

Your email can be quite beautiful and contain great value 
too. But if it's not constructed to be opened effortlessly, your 
message inside may remain locked away like the secrets inside
a Japanese puzzle box.

The key to getting your emails opened is a well written 
subject line. But like the solution to a puzzle box, devising 
the perfect subject line can be a brainteaser.

10 Lessons to Master Email Subject Line Magic:

              Avoid Words That Trigger Spam Filters

First, you must dodge the dreaded spam #lters built in to your recipients' #rewalls and email programs. 
Ever vigilant, spam #lters scan each email subject line and compare it to a database of characters, phrases, 
and words (even combinations of words) on their spammer tag and trash list. If your subject line breaks a 
spam #lter rule, your email is toast.

Check out Hubspot's ultimate list of spam trigger words and phrases. Most of the listed terms are obvious, 
but you wouldn’t use those anyway, right?

Japanese Puzzle Box

Some terms on the list, however, are less obvious...

Ad
Affordable 
Amazing 
Available
Bargain
Bonus
Buy
Call
Cash
Chance
Cheap
Check
Claims

Congratulations 
Deal
Dear
Discount
Form
Free
Friend  
Get
Guarantee 
Hello
Here
Home
Income

Leave
Legal
Loans
Lose
Marketing
Never
Now
Obligation
Offer
Open
Opportunity
Order
Phone

Price
Prize
Problem
Pro"t
Quote
Re"nance
Remove
Sale
Sample
Satisfaction
Save
Shopper
Stop

Subscribe
Success
Suspend
Teen
Trial
Unlimited
Unsolicited
Urgent
Vacation
Warranty
Wife
Win
Winner

What a cool gift idea for a customer! It's the 
perfect size for their favorite candy, treat, 
gift certi!cate - and a note. They'll keep it on 
their desk and while they watch friends try to 
open it, they'll tell the story of who gave it to 
them. (Psst... they sell them on Amazon.)
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            Dodge Other Spam Trigger Violations

Besides using no-no words and phrases, there are other 
infractions that can get your email sliced and diced by 
spam #lters:

Repetitive characters: $$$, !!!, …, ???, www

Words in all caps: NICE TO MEET YOU

Capitalized abbreviations and acronyms: LOL, RSVP, OMG, 
SPCA, BBB, ESPN

Sending the same subject line to a recipient over 
and over again 

Anything price related: $199, half off, buy one get one free

Anything product spec related: Samsung LCD Monitor 42",
iPad 3 64GB 

Typos, spelling errors, and incorrect grammar

             Keep it Short, But Not Too Short

Can a long subject line get your email spam $agged? Some say "yes" and some say "no." In our tests, 
we haven't observed lengthy subject lines as spam dangers, but it's best to play it safe. 

The biggest concern, when it comes to subject line length, isn't getting $agged as spam. It's getting truncated. 

Truncation
Long subject lines can be truncated in the subject line column of your recipient's inbox list screen. In other 
words, the end of your subject line can be cut off because it's too long for the recipient's email program 
subject line column width. When your recipient can read only the #rst part of your message, they're more 
likely to ignore it.

How long is too long?
Shoot to keep your subject line under 50 characters. Here’s what 50 characters looks like:

"Thank you for taking the time to get lunch with me"

Shorter is better
"Thanks for lunch" is far easier to scan. That's right, "scan." When people check email, they’re in get-this-done-
as-fast-as-possible-mode. They're not really reading. They're parsing strings of characters and data patterns at 

Will these violations make your
email bounce?

Didn't know an email could bounce? When you 
send an email to a customer and your email 
never makes it to their email server - it is rejected 
or it "bounces back." Most often, emails bounce 
when an email address was misspelled, no 
longer exists, or the recipient's mailbox is full. 
A bounce report can help you !x the email 
address, so next time your email goes through.

Violating one of the rules to the right won't 
make your email bounce. Emails marked as 
spam are zapped after delivery, which means 
you have no report and no idea if your recipient 
ever received your email.
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lightning speed. They're searching for relevance, importance, and value. Long subject lines, because they take 
longer to scan, often get skipped altogether - disregarded purely for inefficiency.

Short subject lines get scanned - the #rst step to being clicked and opened.

How short should your subject line be?
5 words is good. 4 is great. 3 is terri#c. 2 is best.

Are 1-word subject lines the best of all? No. 1-word subject lines appear auto-generated and spammy.

Sweet spot
Your subject line sweet spot is 2 - 5 words. Unless one of your words is "supercalifragilisticexpialidocious." 
(Actually, that's a 1-word email that might work. "Spoon full of sugar" might be worth a try too.)

             Be Relevant
      
Your subject line must be important, interesting, intriguing, or inciting to your recipient or they will never click 
to open. Your words need to matter to them at the moment they scan your subject line.

Just because you're not a spammer, just because you shook their hand at a networking event, just because 
you met with them in their office yesterday, just because they said, "email me," doesn't mean they will view 
your email as relevant. In the time since you and your contact connected, their entire world has been shuffled. 
Yesterday's top priorities have been pushed to the bottom by today's new and exciting opportunities, projects, 
and emergencies.

Tailoring your subject line to a prospect
It's vital that your email is tailored to your recipient. The problem with most salespeople is that they spend no 
time actually getting to know the people they meet and do business with. They turn on their charm and give 
their pitch. But their follow up email reveals no understanding of their customer's buying motivations and 
offers no evidence of a relationship connection. And then they wonder why they get no opens, no responses.

Get to know your customer, in person or on the phone. Find out what they care about. Find out what they're 
trying to accomplish. Find out what makes them laugh. Find out what is frustrating them. Find a link. Find a 
connection. Unearth a little tiny bit of who they are. Then, use that in your email message and subject line.
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of the emails your recipient receives are instantly deemed 
irrelevant and never opened. How do I know this statistic 
is accurate? The same way you do. Personal experience.90%

When your recipient knows and likes you, there's no need for 
subject line magic, because friends don't read subject lines. 
They click to open as soon as they see your name.



Let's say I talk to Dave, an HVAC small business owner, and I want to sell him an iPad 
app to help his technicians do quotes in real time. I have to #nd out some things 
about him.

Me: "Dave, tell me a little about your technicians - how computer savvy are they?"

Dave: "Because they're mechanical, they actually pick up software pretty quick, but 
they're kind of rebellious when it comes to software that's a pain to use. Most of you 
software guys don't get that."

Me: "I get it, and I'd like to demo our new iPad app for you to prove it. It's built for 
rebellious technicians. Can I swing by this afternoon? I promise to only take 10 
minutes, unless you ask me to stay and show you more.

Dave: "Uh, sure - how about 1:00?"

Me: "See you then."

I meet him, dazzle him with a stellar demo, and it goes great. He agrees to 
download the app for $299  and give it a try. The sale is in the bag! (Almost...)

I follow up with an email immediately to make sure he follows through. Here is 
where relevance becomes vital. I could email him a message with a typical, 
thoughtless subject line like, "Thanks for meeting with me," or I could pull 
relevance from our conversation and write, "iPad App = Rebellion Conquered.” 

Subject line relevance in mass mailing
Coming up with a relevant subject line for one recipient might not 
be so bad, but what about subject lines for e-newsletters or 
announcements to your entire email list? How can you be relevant 
with an email subject line seen by hundreds or thousands of contacts?

The secret: Focus on the relevance of trends and topics in your 
industry and the expertise your customers love you for.

When composing your emails and subject lines, consider the hot 
buttons, trends, issues, and ideas that matter to your customers and 
contacts. Design your subject line around that relevance.

Caution: When sending newsletters and updates, there's a temptation
to pack your issue full of $uff to #ll it up. It would be better to have 
just one or two meaty articles and features.

Here's an Example

A few years ago...

there was a massive ladybug 
infestation in the Mid Atlantic 
of the U.S. The black-dotted 
insects covered entire walls of 
living rooms and windshields 
of cars. I received an email 
newsletter from a local real estate 
agent with the subject line, 
"8 Tips to Get Rid of Ladybugs.”

It wasn’t the most creative title, 
but it was relevant to what 
mattered to her recipients at the 
time the email was sent.



             Open a Keyhole
 
Your subject line is like a keyhole. It gives the recipient a quick peek 
inside your email so they can decide whether or not they want to 
invest the time to open it.

Email research consistently shows that the most effective subject lines 
simply summarize the content inside your email. (The assumption is that 
you have content in your messages that will be perceived as valuable!)

If you sell industrial refrigerators to restaurants, your email about 
tips to reduce a soaring energy bill could have the subject line: 
"4 Tips to Reduce Your Energy Bill."

It's not clever. But it’s clear. Clarity trumps cleverness when it comes to 
email marketing.

Trade the tricks and gimmicks for value - always a better marketing 
strategy. Which brings us to tip 6...

             Never, Ever Use Tricks or Gimmicks
      
Spammers have tried anything and everything in subject lines to 
get opens. Do they work? Yes. That's why spammers keep spamming. 

Will they work for you? No. 

Here's why
One spammer alone may send out millions of emails. But he’s only 
aiming for a .0001% (that’s 1 in 10,000) conversion rate. You may not 
even have 1,000 contacts on your list, but the spammer bets he’s going to get about 1,000 sales from that 
blast. Not bad, huh? So he sends out another 10 million emails. Guess who those are going to? You. Me. 
Everyone we know, #lling our inboxes with unwanted (and illegal) junk email. Like drug dealers, it's an ugly 
business that usually ends in the spammer’s own downfall or arrest.

So, let’s say you have 5,000 contacts. Even if you are not trying to spam, if you send a gimmicky-looking email 
with a gimmicky-looking subject line, your conversion rate is also going to be .0001% -- that’s less than 1 
converted sale. The fallout will be your recipients turning against you in the form of mass unsubscribes and 
spam alerts. This will also get your account terminated by Ace of Sales.

Don’t go there - tricks and gimmicks spammers use:

Purposely misspelled words: "$pend 5 d011ars Get an 1Pad!," or "Fr33 0ff3r 3nds T0DAY!," or 
"CH#AP \ /IAGRA"

Fact to Follow

I love creative ideas and like to 
think that fun alone can solve 
most marketing goals, but the 
fact is that email subject lines 
(especially in mass emailing 
situations) that allude to the key 
point of an email's interior get 
more opens than those that are 
clever, random, or wacky. 

Is it possible to do both? 

Oh, yeah. Marc Cenedella, CEO 
of TheLadders, once sent out an 
email about the importance of 
grammar and spelling. In the 
subject line, he misspelled two 
words on purpose. It was clever, 
indicative, and no doubt garnered 
a large open and response rate.
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Spaces or dashes between characters: F R E E, S-a-l-e, S T U P-I-D

Personalized subject lines that include the recipient’s name (an attempt to achieve familiarity with 
someone you don't really know): "John, here's the info you requested"

The use of alarm: "Your account will be cancelled," "Respond Now," "Last Chance"

Starting your subject line off with "RE:" - so it looks like a reply email.

Leave the gimmicks to the spammers, unless you really want to create a world full of haters. If you focus on 
delivering value, you won't need tricks to get email opens.

             Utilize Inside Jokes

Inside jokes and self-deprecating humor are two great ways to get an email 
open from a contact you just met or a prospect who hasn't yet returned 
that signed proposal.

Did you have a memorable moment you shared with your contact? Let's 
say your new contact commented on your red high heels and that they 
were "power shoes." Your email subject line could begin, "More Powerful 
than Red Heels." Your contact will be drawn in by the burst of personality, 
recall your conversation, and anticipate reading more inside. The result: an 
opened email... and potentially a fun response.

Didn't share an inside joke? Create one. If your customer says, "Contact me 
in two weeks," you can say, "Great - my subject line will read like Lurch, ‘You 
rang.’" When they see your subject line show up two weeks later, they'll 
laugh out loud, open, and reply.

             Create Numbered Tip Lists

For your e-newsletter, weekly value message, or regular email update, numbered tip lists work great. They are 
clear, limited in scope, and promise easy-to-scan, value-based information. Your subject line will simply be the 
title of your article. Just describe the list in a compelling, relevant, brief, and clear manner.

Examples:

"7 Steps to Create a Weekend Water Garden"  "5 Things to Consider Before Buying Insurance"

"12 Ways to Spot a Liar at Work"    "The 9 Simple Curb Appeal Rules"

"Get Responses! 10 Tips to an Irresistible Email" (Have you read my other ebooks yet?)

"My customers don't open my 
emails!" Ever heard that before? Ever 
said that yourself? Before I leave a 
meeting with a new customer, I 
often ask, "What's your favorite 
food?" Whatever they say - that's the 
subject line for my follow up email. 
Once a customer said, "Blackberry 
smoothies." She opened my email 
instantaneously. Next time I visited, 
guess what gift I had for her?
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             Front Load Your Subject Line

The most important words in your subject line should be at the front. Think of it like a hook. If the #rst words 
are not trigger words, your recipient may skip right over your email.

Examples:

"In-house vs. Out-source: Hiring Guide for Entrepreneurs" is better than "A Guide for Entrepreneurs 
Considering In-house vs. Out-source Hiring."

"Abraham Lincoln: How Would He Unite Our Polarized Nation?" is better than "Our Polarized Nation Needs 
Uniting - What Would Abraham Lincoln Do?"

"Twitter For Enterprise: Grow Customer Engagement Globally" is better than "How to Grow Engagement 
Globally Using Twitter for Enterprises."

             Be Creative, Have Fun, Take a Risk

Can't get an open? Try something fun. Just make sure it's not random or nonsensical. Whatever subject line 
attention-grabber you choose, you’ll need a tie-in to the email message inside. 

Here are a few ideas:

Mildly risqué
Ace of Sales sent a Mother's Day email on a Friday with the subject line, "One Bad Mother.”  It yielded our 
highest Friday open rate and a shower of complimentary replies. A few, however, found it distasteful. 
(Remember: Not everyone will want to have fun with you.)

Cliffhangers
I once received an email from a job #nding website with the subject line, "Man, I hate making these calls..." I  
couldn't help but click to open to #nd out what these calls were! Try leaving them hanging.

Personality-Revealers
One of our customers sent an email with the subject line, "Rebecca's on vacation, nanny-nanny boo-boo!" 
Anyone who knows her, knows she's fun, and her playfulness is even apparent in her subject lines.

Knowing your customer isn't just the key to a lock, it's the 
combination to a vault. To a customer who laughs, my subject line 
is funny. But to one more somber, my subject line provokes thought.
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Interest Grabbers
"Bad Idea, Good Idea" and "Two Quick Questions" are among our highest performing subject lines.

Word Switching
Try using a common phrase but alter one word to catch the recipient's eye. "Like a Sloth to a Flame," "Nowhere 
over the Rainbow," "American Eye-dull"

Currency Rules
Relate your subject line to something in the news or trending in pop culture. "Forget Romney and Obama - I 
Vote for You" or "Avengers? Here's something to avenge."

Bonus Tip

The most important factor in getting your email opened isn't your subject line.

It's you! And that’s good news. 

Knowing the sender is the top determiner of whether or not your recipient opens your 
emails. If your recipients know you, like you, trust you, value your ideas, and rely on 
you, they'll do far more than open your emails. 

They'll respond by remaining your customers and contributing to your wealth for 
a very long time.
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